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Senior C lass Song
( T une of Heidelberg)
I
These are the days that will linger long 
In our hearts— a golden treasure;
W hile they are here let us make a song 
To match the joy of youth.
A h! shadows may come and our grief be strong,
But remembrance gives us pleasure,
A nd swords that are bright and hearts that are right 
Shall win in the cause of truth!
Refrain :
Long may our hearts beat brave and true,
Keeping the faith we hold;
High be our goals as the heavens blue,
Pure as the stars of gold;
Courage be ours in youth and age;
Peace, when the snows commence;
Holy the path and blest the page 
Taught us by Providence!
II
O  Providence, fair Providence,
Our souls are all aflame
W ith fires that burn, with hopes that yearn 
T o  honor thy high name;
This ardor gold shall heat the cold 
T hat comes with winter’s blasts;
This spirit bright illume the night 
As long as life still lasts!
Refrain:
Long may our hearts, etc.
Carroll Hickey, '30
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A Tale of the Breton Coast
Edward ]. Flanagan, ’32
ALR E A D Y  a heavy mist was coming up over the angry water 
which beat the rocky cliffs. W ave after wave rolled shore- 
ward, gathering seaweed and driftwood, and, with a moun- 
tainous impulse, hurled itself against the jutting cliffs, each time flinging 
a sheet of spray fifty feet into the air. ’Twas a lonely shore, this 
stretch of rocky coast line between Brest and Douarnenez. Few of 
the fisher folk of Brittany visited this spot to cast their nets. Those 
who had dared had reported the sight of ghostly figures, and it was 
rumored that some had seen a phantom vessel, throwing grotesque 
shadows on the water from the dim but flashing lights she carried. 
The reputation of this place kept away the simple peasants who made 
their homes nearby, and, as there was no attraction to lead the residents 
of Brest and other large cities thither, it was comparatively deserted. 
The police and officials at one time had considered it as a possible 
spot where smugglers might receive contraband goods, but the idea 
has been dismissed as impracticable. The coast line was too rocky 
and irregular for a ship of any type to land, and it seemed impossible 
for them to devise any means of transsportation by which the goods 
could be brought to a safe market.
Their suspicions would have been reawakened, however, if they 
could have watched the movements of a solitary figure who made his 
appearance on the highest ledge from apparently nowhere. It was 
almost sunset on an October afternoon. The last rays, penetrating the 
heavy banks of fog, cast fantastic lights and shadows that added to 
the weirdness and desolation of the scene. The actions of the man 
were of the strangest. Severe electrical storms along the coast of Brit­
tany are not unusual in October, and the man’s dismay was evident as 
he watched the approach of one of the worst. Obviously he was await­
ing the arrival of a vessel.. As the time went on and the storm came 
closer, he muttered from time to time and examined a small barometer 
in one of the crevices.
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“Another stormy landing,” he grumbled. “ How can they expect 
me to see signals through a haze as thick as this is?” As he stared 
into the gathering gloom, lightning penetrated the murky atmosphere, 
and a faint rumble of thunder came to his ears above the roar of the 
surf. “ These accursed fall storms!” he murmured. “W e never have 
one but I long for the warmth and cheer of a friendly hearthstone..” 
As his reverie continued, the lines on his face grew deeper and 
his mouth grew stern with regret. “ But there’s no going back now,” 
he thought. “ They have me too much in their power.” His mind went 
back eight years, to the time of his compulsory training in the navy. 
There flashed through his memory the weary hours of drilling, the 
routine life that had seemed so tedious to him; then came the recollec­
tion, tinctured with remorse, of his desertion and his subsequent affilia­
tion with a band of smugglers. H e recalled how he had become 
enslaved to them through fear of exposure to the law. The evil years 
as an outlaw passed in quick review before his mind.
A t that moment he became conscious of the flashing of signals 
penetrating the mist. Seizing his electric lantern, he flashed their code 
message of safety. A t times the flashes were indistinct because of the 
lightning playing about the shores. He was forced to repeat the mes­
sage several times before they replied: “ Tender lost. Must wait till 
morning to land cargo. Ten tons of tobacco.”
As this message was flashed over the water, the man on shore 
was startled by the sounds of footsteps nearby. Alarmed by the thought 
an officers still searching for him, he drew his revolver and fired two 
shots in the direction of the noise. A  slight moan and the sound of a 
falling body followed. The next flash of lightning showed a man lying 
on the ledge, his clothing partly saturated with blood. Forgetting the 
contraband cargo and the peril of the two men with whom he had been 
engaged so long in illegal traffic of tobacco, he knelt beside the man 
he had wounded, perhaps fatally.
A  cry of anguish burst from his lips when he discovered the man 
to be none other than Benoit, his brother Benoit, who had played with 
him as a child, protected him after his boyish escapades, and shielded 
him after wrongdoing in his early manhood, and at all times tried to 
prevent the knowledge of his careless and evil life from coming to his 
mother.
In the instants following his discovery, he again lived over his
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years at home, during which Benoit had been so good and kind a 
brother and son, while he had been so careless and so cruel. A  moment 
later Benoit opened his eyes, and by the light of the storm recognized 
the boy who had caused him so much anxiety, and had sent a heart- 
broken mother to an early grave.
“ Francois,” he murmured, “ after all these years!” With a moan 
of pain, he lost consciousness again. Francois poured a little reviving 
liquor between the lips of the dying man, and again his eyes fluttered 
open.
“ M other?” whispered the outcast. “ D ead!” uttered Benoit, and 
continued with gasping breaths, “ for years— we searched— for you. 
— Heard smuggling— going on. You used— to talk— smuggling. 
Thought I ’d look.”
The man was growing visibly weaker and the smuggler once 
more moistened the parched lips with the spirits. H alf sobbing for 
breath the dying man moaned:“Ticket— Australia— pocket.” W ith a 
moan of pain, his head fell back and he became unconscious.
“ Benoit,” cried Francois, in an agony of remorse, “ forgive me! 
I ’ll go straight, I promise you!” Then realizing his brother could not 
hear him, he again applied the restorative and was rewarded by a moan 
from the bleeding form, and then a few gasping words.
“ Go straight— Mother’s sake— and mine!— Loved you!”
Just then a vivid flash of lightning rent the mist and rain, and 
almost instantaneously came a terrific crash of thunder. Immediately 
a burst of flame appeared through the fog, and he knew that the boat 
and cargo and crew had been destroyed by the storm.
Turning back to his brother, he found him dead. While the lightning 
curled about the cliffs like fiery lashes, he knelt beside his dead brother 
in an agony of grim dispair, and realized the bitterness of his loss. 
Worse than the cry of accusation was the knowledge of the love and 
solicitude of this brother whom he had killed.
All night be crouched there, dry-eyed, but suffering, hardly noting 
the passage of the hours. When the storm broke and the morning 
dawned clear and beautiful over the Breton coast, he sadly took his 
mother’s wedding ring from Benoit’s finger, a few pictures and papers, 
and the pass for Australia from his pockets. Then he wrapped him in 
his own cloak, and, with heavy heart, buried him in one of the deepest 
recesses in the rocks.
The Idol
Francis C. S kalko, '31
TIME: Later afternoon in the early fall.
P l a c e : New York City of to-day.
Sc e n e : A  sitting room in a modern home, furnished
with furniture and decorations of a modern design. A s the
curtain rises, Joan and Meriam are coming into the room
conversing.
Joan. How wonderful, Meriam, that Munro should meet with 
such decided success.
Meriam. Thank you, Joan. You know, Munro really thinks 
nothing of it.
Joan. One would think him very modest. H e wears his laurels 
lightly.
Meriam.— Those aren’t laurels to Munro, although I think some­
times that he looks for them; but they do not satisfy him, it seems. 
There is always something else that he wants.
Joan (resignedly). Oh, well! I suppose genius transcends all 
worldly honors for the reason that such things are below genius. (A ni­
matedly) But his picture was the most beautiful in the exhibition. The 
crowds are loud in their praise of it. W hy, I believe I could fall in 
love with him because of that painting, Meriam.
Meriam (smilingly). Don’t try, Joan. He makes capital of 
love, you know.
Joan. Indeed?
Meriam (laughing). Don’t you see what I mean, dear? He 
uses the theme in his masterpieces.
Joan. But doesn’t he love you, his sister?
Meriam. O f course! But there is no one who can claim him 
all for herself. W hy, Joan, he loves all humanity.
Joan. His talents are indeed cast in a strange mold. You mean 
he helps others, overlooks their shortcomings, advises them?
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Meriam. Exactly; and he looks for nothing in return.
Joan. Strange, very strange, indeed.
(Door bell rings.)
Meriam. Someone is calling. T o  see Munro and congratulate 
him, I suppose.
Maid (entering from right). A  Miss Helene to see Mr. Munro,
miss.
Meriam. Didn’t she give any last name?
Maid. No, miss. She said Mr. Munro would understand. Shall 
I show her in?
(Meriam and Joan exchange glances.)
Meriam. Yes, do, please. (T o  Joan) I wonder what this 
may mean. But here she is.
Helene (entering). O h!— I thought— I came to see— .
Meriam. Yes, you came to congratulate Munro on his winning 
the first prize at the Beaux Arts exhibition?
Helene. Oh! Did he? I didn’t know he had. Did he really
win?
Meriam (Looks puzzedly at Joan). (T o  Helene) You know 
Munro, don’t you?
Helene. Yes. I’ve known him for sometime, but I ’ve never seen 
him— (Sees Joan for first time.)
Meriam. Oh, I beg your pardon, dear. This is my friend, 
Joan. She was here when you were announced. (Joan and Helene 
bow.)
Helene (T o  M eriam). I came to see Munro— to thank him 
for what he did for me. Oh, I ’m so happy!
Meriam. Munro did something for you? Please sit down and 
tell us. (A ll are seated.)
Helene. Thank you! Yes, he’s wonderful, great. Two years 
ago when he was at college, he saw my name in the Correspondents’ 
Club in a magazine and wrote to me. How he changed things for me! 
H e found me myself, made me believe I could do things. H e showed 
me how he did them; how he won victory after victory and came out 
the hero in every battle. A nd how glorious it was! And today—  
today—
Meriam. Yes. His drawing took first prize.
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Helene. I knew he could do it. You see, he made me over 
completely.
Meriam. A nd all this through letters?
Helene (Trifly nervous). Yes. I told him of my hardships, 
my poverty, my lack of education. But he taught me many things. 
Everything is sweet; I’m no longer poor, and I can sspeak French, 
too.
Meriam. And Munro taught you this?
Joan. Wonderful!
Helene. W hy, yes! It was easier to work after his letters 
came to me. H e changed life so. H e made it beautiful.
Meriam. I ’m very happy to hear you say so. I ’m Munro’s sister 
and I love him as you do. Joan and I were talking about him just 
before you arrived. W e both think him, as you do, our idol.
Joan. Indeed, we do. Nothing seems impossible to him. This 
prize will make him famous.
Helene. I ’m so glad. I came to thank him before I sailed for 
Europe.
Meriam. You’re going to Europe?
Helene. Yes. Munroe made it all possible. I won a scholarship in 
music at the Paris Conservatory. I ’m sailing to-night.
Joan. How wonderful!
Meriam. I ’m sure Munro would like to see you.
(Bell rings.)
Meriam. T hat must be he now.
(Munro enters from left.)
Munro. Hello, Meriam; good evening, Joan. (Looks at 
Helene.)
Meriam. Oh, Munro, this is Helene. She came to see you.
Munro. Helene? Helene of the letters?
Helene. Yes. I came to thank you for all the encouragement 
you’ve given me. (Smiles.) I ’m a little confused.
Munro. Don’t worry. Sit down. So you’re here. How long 
will you stay?
Helene. The ship is leaving to-night for Europe.
Munro. The ship? W hat ship?
Helene. Oh, how silly I am. I forgot to tell you; I ’m so over­
joyed at seeing you. I won that Paris prize.
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Munro. W hy, that’s fine! I told you you’d do it. I knew you 
would. W ell, well! (T o  Joan and Meriam) Look at her. All in two 
years! (T o  Helene) Your success was remarkable.
Helene. Mine? But yours is more so. How happy you must 
feel to-day!
Munro. Of course, I am. I ’m very happy to see you.
Helene.— But the prize at Beaux Arts?
Munro. That? W hy— I forgot all about it. (A ll laugh.)
Joan. Modest!
Helene. I knew that you could win anything.
Munro. Thanks! W ill you stay for dinner?
Helene. I ’d like to, but there are a few more calls I must make 
before I sail. I ’ve overstayed my time here already.
Meriam. Do stay!
Helene. I really can’t. I’ve been very glad to know you both. 
(Offers hand to Joan and Meriam.) Good-bye .
Meriam and Joan. Good-bye, dear.
Munro. I ’ll see you to the door. (Exit Munro with Helene.)
Joan. I wish I were she. Did you see how she almost swallowed 
Munro?
Meriam. Joan, I ’m afraid you’re jealous.
Joan. No-o-o. But Munro did something for her. She’s happy. 
(Re-enters Munro.)
Munro. Did you see her? She really believes she has the world 
at her feet.
Meriam. But so have you, Munro.
Munro. No, Meriam.
Meriam. W hy, what do you mean? Surely, you’ve more cause 
to be happy than she. Your painting?
Joan. Indeed! Let me congratulate you, Munro.
Munro. Thanks. But it’s not necessary. Poor Helene, I ’m 
glad she’s gone. She will have sailed before the award is made. The 
news would discourage her.
Joan. You speak in riddles.
Munro. Do I? But forgive me, Joan. (W alks to and fro.) 
Late this afternoon the judges made their decision. A  late entry re­
ceived the Beaux Arts Prize. I did not win.
Meriam. Munro!
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 Munro. It’s true. I was more hopeful of winning than you were 
that I would win.
Joan. Then you knew this when Helene was here.
Munro. Yes. But I had a role to play. To her I was invinci­
ble; I could not lose. I was her idol, for whom all things were easy. 
In my letters I could never tell her of my discouragements and of my 
failures; and since my path was so rosy, she believed that hers ought 
to be, too.
Meriam. Then you deceived her.
Munro. No. In those letters I wrote as the person I would like 
to be, but which I knew I never could be. She needed help; I gave it 
to her. I only deceived myself. I created a world of illusion, but it 
served its purpose.
(Enters M aid.)
Maid. Dinner is served.
The Jackson Park Bench Mystery
Bernard P. Schneider, '32
H E  R U M B L E  and rushing, jerking and screeching of the “ L ,” 
the night and day scurrying of purpose-bent feet, the spire of 
the Tower Theatre, the fine-mannered, bright-uniformed ushers 
of the Tivola, the great White City, Woodlawn alive, and, too, in 
quiet, majestic serenity the fine lawns and graceful buildings of the 
University, the steady hum and purr of motors racing over Midway, 
the beautiful drives in Jackson Park, moonlit nights at the lake-front; 
and anything else that would quicken the heart of any wandering son 
of Woodlawn,— all these served but as instruments of torture to the 
mind of Zeb. W hy wasn’t he tortured, torn, killed? Anything, any­
thing imaginable would be preferable to this being pigeonholed into a 
10-foot cell. W hy? Oh! if he had only known, he would rather have 
been his brother’s slave ten times over than go through all this. W hy 
are human beings so accursed with emotions and sentiments and why do 
they want to wear such things as cuff links?
From day into night, night into day, from week into week, month 
into month, from year into year and from this life into the next, he 
must tread the same 10-foot floor, eat the same kind of food, see the 
same sun rise and go over the top of his window, see the same faces in 
the same stones in the same wall. There in the darkest corner, the face 
of his mother, prematurely white and wrinkled, is ever present to his 
wandering gaze. Every night he must go all over that blood-curdling 
scene. The sweat ran cold and thick in his hands as each night he 
muttered his last curse on man. M an! why he was not a man, else he 
would be hung. Hung, oh, that would be sweet, to this!
If the mad inmate of Joliet could calmly tell you the story, he 
might begin by saying that Madian and Zeb Flebenwill had been born 
twins; that fortune had given them a model home-environment, a de­
voted father, saintly mother, and all that anyone could desire of means 
and goods. Their father had promised himself that his boys would 
not be handicapped in life ; he would put them through college and see 
them on their way to prosperity.
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True to his promise, Mr. Flebenwill proudly sent his dual off- 
spring to the University. The lads had creditably dispatched the pre- 
liminary examinations, though Zeb was not quite as successful as his 
brother. That was what hurt. No matter what Zeb had ever put his 
hand to, Madian could always, and usually did, put a better finish to 
it. On the football squad, in the baseball club, about the classroom 
and on the campus, he was but an understudy, as it were. This last 
was but an enlargement and more intensive phase of the school days. 
Then it was unbearable; but, now inasmuch as the issues were of 
greater moment, that effort to become his brother’s superior was in vain 
increased to such an extent that he soon loathed the very sight of the 
other. He would conquer him, he determined. He would even kill 
him if he had to, but he would no longer be his Boswell.
Once the jealous young law student had determined upon a revo­
lution of the fraternal government; he planned out many intricate and 
mysterious disappearances for his brother. In the moot court he even 
waxed so strong in defense of murder cases, that he nearly realized a 
supremacy over his inwardly hated brother. But Madian in his quiet 
way, held his own, to the greater distraction of the lesser Flebenwill. 
The class was almost aware of the genuineness of the contention of the 
two tall, faired-haired, fiery young sons of law aspirations. Not yet, 
though, had he found the perfect crime. But by degrees, as he was 
walking in Jackson Park one night, the answer to his concentrated 
mental inquisition presented itself. H e would proceed to carry out this 
plan at once.
The next day, the fifth of May, seemed brighter than any spring 
day. Somehow, even Madian appeared to be more congenial than 
usual. Yet, he felt that he must not forget his purpose, but while green 
on the track must see the scheme through to its completion. To him it 
was no treachery; it was but the solution to a long desired emancipation 
from the iron hand of the most tyrannical despot. No more perfunctory 
submissions for him. The worm would turn. No vassal he! So, he 
would that very day see to it. A t school he found Jack, his steady 
pal, who had many things in common with him. They were both 
classed about the same, socially, athletically and academically. Jack 
would, he felt sure, be glad to receive a visit from him. He would 
feign a great desire to see Detroit, and wait upon this the outcome. All 
turned out as well as could be expected. Nothing more could be done 
for a while.
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June 10th found Zeb busily and noisily preparing to go to the 
metropolis of the Wolverine State. Six o’clock of the same day, he was 
wending his way to the Sixty-Third Street Station, with his father at 
his side. A ll day Zeb had been strangely quiet. It seemed to his 
father that he was exceedingly so at the present instance. H e could not 
be provoked into fluent conversation. H e bought a ticket and boarded 
a local train. His father stayed until the locomotive pulled out. Every­
thing was running exactly in the groove of his plan. Madian had not 
come: he would walk in the Park as was his custom.
No one on the train knew or paid any attention to a tall, anxious- 
looking young man, who slipped off the cars at the Hundred and Forty- 
Second Street Station. No one gave any heed as he hired a cab to 
take him to the Southmoore Hotel. The cabman never glanced up at 
him as he paid. In fact, no one seemed to care or notice his move­
ments. H e soon stepped over into the Park without meeting any one 
he knew. The familiar paths and lawns slid from under him. His 
brother’s lone, still figure suddenly fell into his scope of vision as he 
emerged from some tall hedge bushes. Always of a June evening 
Madian would enjoy the quiet peace of his retreat.
Somewhat startled at the approach of a stranger, the rigid figure 
wheeled around to find, to his great relief, that his hide-out was not 
located. But, even so, the appearance of his brother whom he thought 
to be enroute for Detroit, did not allow him to be completely at ease. 
However, the other promptly explained that he had just remembered 
that Jack was in Florida, and that he had barely time enough to get 
off the train. This story proved satisfactory to Madian, especially, 
since he knew that the proposed visit was a surprise to Jack, who, 
though he expected the young Flebenwill any time in the summer, did 
not know exactly when he would come.
Some 600 feet before and a bit below them nestled the W orld’s 
Fair Buildings. One large, round dome rose a little above the others, 
and, in the darkening hedges and trees in back and on both sides of 
them, gave the boys a sense of natural security. In such surroundings 
Madian appeared to be lost in deep meditation. As Zeb looked at his 
brother, he felt that his own presence was not a reality to the other, whose 
wrapped face radiated within. Only at these times did it seem that his 
brother was not the same as his own mirror.
The one stood there entranced, while the other fidgeted about 
nervously. H  e looked at his watch. The Twilight Limited would
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leave Grand Union Station in but 20 minutes. His fingers clutched 
and let go the knife he had in his pocket. Again and again he replaced 
his handkerchief over the handle. A  lump rose in his throat that 
wouldn’t go down. His eyes clouded; he staggered a trifle. “ Suppose,” 
he thought, “ the blow would not strike true?” H e must stop this 
nonsense. H e must act— act now!
The deed was done. Without a whimper, Madian sank. Terri- 
fied at his crime, the jealous twin with shaky frame debated whether 
to run or stay. His senses cleared soon. “ W hy was he staggering? 
Didn’t he do just what was planned?” Thus, somewhat collected, he 
made sure that no blood had gotten on his clothes. Then with little 
effort he dragged the corpse to the bench where his victim had been 
wont to sit. W ith great care he placed the body, stomach down, with 
the knift protruding through the bench. This done, he fumbled about 
for the best means of getting away.
H e suddenly recollected that his bag was checked at the South- 
moore. W ith all possible haste, he weaved his way through the Park 
to Stony Island and Sixty-fifth. There, having gotten his bag, he took 
a cab to an address on Hundred and Forty-sixth Street. H e did not 
want to alarm the driver who might wonder why he did not go to the 
near station. In five minutes he was boarding the Limited which was 
soon speeding fast on the trail of the local ahead.
For more than a month, Woodlawn police and Chicago detectives 
worked in vain for a clue. There were no finger prints, nothing in sight 
that had not belonged to Madian. Finally the search was dropped, at 
least it seemed so to Zeb. H e had completed the perfect crime. Each 
day he drew his breath more freely. But not long after something 
peculiar changed it all.
One day Officer O ’Toolan sat on that very bench, trying to 
think out the mystery. For years he had made that beat. Never did 
he remember having seen anybody in this spot. The more he thought, 
the more puzzled he became. Very conducive to thinking was the 
playful maneuvering of his night-stick. H e soon dug up a piece of turf. 
As he proceeded further to meditate, he also mechanically beat that 
piece of turf to bits. Staring into this, he was attracted by a small, odd 
piece of something shiny. Closer examination showed that his discovery 
was a cuff link, engraved. The name was there, Zeb. It could not be
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that— . N o! His brother might have worn it. Besides, Zeb had been 
out of town. Still— . They had not questioned Zeb. Surely that 
could do no harm.
October 9th brought strange happenings for the Flebenwills. Zeb 
had been taken away, given the third degree and had finally broken 
down. H e was taken off balance, as it were. A t any rate he was 
taken to Joliet.
Fair Providence, behold, thy sons 
Bid thee adieu!
Accoutred for the fray,
Loyal and true,
Thy chosen ones
Have reached the parting of the way.
Bright visions of glad dreams 
Now throng our fancies free,
A nd all the promised future gleams 
W ith golden lights of mystery.
W e know 
The glass of time
Holds grains of joy and sands of woe,
But in our prime
W e heed thy solemn warnings of the foe.
Thou gavest us the glistening sword of truth,
And in thy armour we are all arrayed:
W e greet thee with the gratitude of youth,
Thy knights, to-day, in sacred accolade!
Class Ode, June, 1927.
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Editorial
Ralph S. Daniels, '30
T H E  S U B S T IT U T E
A  few years ago, we were fortunate in having in our midst a 
young man who helped our ball team ascend the heights of fame, and 
yet who never played in a Providence College ball game. Day after 
day, he was out practicing with the team on the diamond, helping to 
round the team into shape in a dozen w ays; and then when we had an 
intercollegiate battle, you might see him quietly walking down to the 
coacher’s box at third base, and there unnoticed and unapplauded, he 
used a strategy that merited more than passing notice. And yet who 
ever heard of a cheer for the patient coacher? They make mistakes—  
we voice our feeling over their blunders,— but we never recall having 
heard a cheer when they did the clever thing and got a man home 
by a flash.
W e have here to-day (we don’t claim that it is a unique situa­
tion) men who unselfishly give their time and strength to the develop­
ment of our teams on the gridiron, the court and the diamond. Their 
names seldom appear in the papers; the plaudits that they hear are for 
others; and their only reward is the knowledge that somehow through 
their help Providence has won or scored a moral victory. They are the 
Yannigans, the Jay Vees, the Scrubs, but they love the game, they 
have a super-spirit of loyalty to Alma Mater, and here we wish, with­
out mentioning names, to ask our readers to make a mental list of some 
of these men loyal and true who have given their best to the College 
and to whom jealousy or envy is an unknown, thing. They deserve our 
admiration and they are the type who, when they have left our campus, 
will be found still cheering the boys who have made the team on to 
victory!
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Exchange
Carroll Hickey, ’30
T H E  F O R D H A M  M O N T H L Y
There are several reasons why an exchange editor reviews one 
periodical rather than another. Often he is influenced by an impressive 
magazine whose format seems to clamor for attention. Sometimes he 
may read an article that strikes his fancy and he continues reading until 
in a short time he has read the whole issue. Such was our experience 
with The Monthly. An article, “Student Life in Medieval Paris,” 
drew our attention. This essay is not at all ordinary. Though formal, 
it never for a moment tires the reader. In general, the diction of the 
Fordham authors is of high calibre and deserves words of commenda­
tion. W e offer congratulations to the editors of the various departments 
for their splendid work.
T H E  A N C H O R
This little magazine, published by our neighbor, the Rhode Island 
College of Education, is a compact periodical in which no superfluity 
is to be found. Everything in The Anchor is worth reading, and the 
little pamphlet shows an abundance of good taste and discrimination 
in its well balanced table of contents. In the winter issue, we discovered 
a story, “ The Quest,” by Miss Stanwood, which we consider the gem 
of the issue. The author proves herself a master of fine prose and an 
excellent narrator. W e consider The Anchor a well edited magazine, 
and wish it the best of success in the future.
T H E  L A U R E L
W e are always pleased to read this publication from St. Bona- 
venture’s College. W e read the poem of Mr. Abel’s, “On Reading 
Dante,” and would like to quote it at length, if for no other reason 
than to praise one interested in the great Florentine. Yet, candidly,
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despite its good points, The Laurel does not seem to measure up to as 
high a standard as we would like. W e do not enjoy being critical for 
we are but amateurs, but we feel that The Laurel could be much im­
proved. Perhaps this is just what the editor has been endeavoring to 
do for some time and the improvement will be noted in the forthcoming 
numbers.
T H E  S E T O N IA N
Though this publication from Seton Hall College, South Orange, 
New Jersey, does not rank as highly as some of the periodicals we 
receive, we feel that a word of praise is due the editors for their work 
in combining the newspaper and the more formal monthly. This is no 
easy task, but we think that it has been accomplished creditably in 
The Setonian.
Alumni Notes
John P . Gorman, ’30
A  recent communication from John C. Beirne, ’27, advises us 
that he is now associated with the editorial staff of the Great Neck 
News, of Great Neck, L.I. John has completed a course in the grad­
uate school of New York University.
The baseball games and the debate of April 18th and 19th were 
attended by many of the alumni. Among those present were Frank 
McCabe, ’24, City Sergeant, and Mortimer Newton, ’24, prominent 
attorney; Jim Hanaway and Frank Mullen, ’29, and Joe Canning. ’25.
A  late report advises us that James H . M cGrath, ’26, has ex­
pressed his intention of joining the ranks of the benedicts. W e also 
take this opportunity of congratulating him on having recently passed the 
bar examinations for the State of Rhode Island.
W e wish to extend the sympathy of the Alumni Association to 
the family of Tom Powers, ’29, who died during the month of Febru­
ary.
“ Clinks” Dalton, ’28, has returned to town after an extended 
vacation in New York State.
Father O ’Gara, ’23, who is stationed at Rockland, Maine, was 
a recent visitor at the college.
E d  Higgins, ’29, former manager of baseball, dropped in to see 
the opening game of the season with the Providence Grays at Kingsley 
Park.
Charley Riley, ’29, who is teaching at St. Raphael’s in Paw ­
tucket, has been a regular attendant at the baseball games.
Dr. Charles Ashworth, ’23, was a recent visitor at the college; 
Charlie is practising medicine in Providence with an office on Thayer 
street, near the tunnel entrance.
Dr. Rocco Abbate, ’23, is practising medicine with an office at 
379 Warwick Avenue in Providence.
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William J. Bodie, ’25, has opened an office for the practice 
of medicine in New Heaven. His office is located at 219 Columbus 
Avenue.
Dr. Raymond Fox, ’25, has an office in East Providence, loated 
at 2540 Pawtucket Avenue.
Dr. John A . Gormley, ’24, recently opened an office at 191 
Academy avenue in Providence.
Frank Corrigan, ’26, is finishing a course in medicine at the Rhode 
Island Hospital, where he has been stationed as an interne for some six 
or seven months.
Dr. George L. McCarthy, ’24, is practising medicine in Lons- 
dale, R. I.
Dr. William L. Serbst, ’27, is located in Bristol, R .I., with an 
office at 82 Church Street in that town.
Dr. William J. Tierney, ’24, is practising dentistry at 1916 W est­
minster Street in Providence.
Dr. George W . W hitby, ’24, is practising dentistry in Southamp­
ton, N . Y .
J. Addis O ’Reilly, ’23, is practising law in Providence, with 
offices at 920 New Industrial Trust Building.
Robert P . Beagan, ’24, is practising law in Providence and is 
connected with the law firm of J. P . Beagan, at 1212 New Industrial 
Trust Building.
Calvert E. Casey, ’26, is a lawyer with offices at 319 Hospital 
Trust Building in Providence.
James J. Corrigan, ’24, is a lawyer having offices at 1016 Gros- 
venor Building in Providence.
Charles A . Curran, ’26, is also a lawyer in the Grosvenor Build­
ing. His office is at 442.
Joseph F. Flynn, ’24, is practising law at 18 Exchange Street 
in Pawtucket.
Francis R . Foley, ’25, is also located in Pawtucket as a lawyer. 
His address is at 44 Broad Street.
Edmund J. Kelly, ’23, is practising law at 301 Grosvenor Build­
ing.
Amos L. Lachapelle, ’23, is practising law at 301 Main Street 
in Pawtucket.
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Justin P . McCarthy, ’24, is located at 637 Hospital Trust Build­
ing.
Joseph C. O ’Reilly, ’24, is practising law at 49 Westminster 
Street.
Thomas B. Sullivan, ’23, is a lawyer at 705 Turk’s Head Build­
ing.
Leo Supple, Dominic Gencarello, and Charles Butler of the Class 
of 1928 have been attending the College Holy W eek Retreat.
W e offer our congratulations to the Reverend Brothers who have 
been appointed to the Dominican staff at Washington. They are all 
Providence College Men: Urban Nagle, the author of the mystery
play, “ Barter,” Leo Arnoult, Casimir Zvirblis, Eugene Holohan, 
James Connolly, Basil Davidson, Philip Emmans, W alter Sadlier, 
and Charles McKenna.
Supplementing last month’s notes regarding the clergy, we add the 
following:
The Reverend Lucien A . Olivier is secretary to the Right 
Reverend Bishop of Prince Albert and his address is 1415 Fourth 
Avenue, Prince Albert, Sask.
The Reverend James P . Casey, ’24, is at St. Francis’, W ake­
field, R . I.
The Reverend Emile Jacques, ’24, is at St. Joseph’s, Woods- 
ville, N . H .
The Reverend Robert Meadows, ’24, is at St. Dominic’s, Port­
land, Maine.
The Reverend John J. Kenney, ’24, is at the Catholic University.
The Reverend Adelge Salois, ’23, is at St. Joseph’s Winterhaven, 
Florida.
The Reverend Thomas F. Monahan, ’25, is at St. Brendan s, 
Riverside, R . I.
Chronicle
Charles C. Quirk, ’30
William McCue, chairman of the Junior Prom 
JU N IO R  Committee, announces that arrangements for an
P R O M E N A D E  unparalleled affair on the evening of M ay 1 5 have 
been completed.
The Harvardians will furnish the music for the occasion, and 
the favors, the committee assures us, are both useful and ornamental. 
The auditorium that night will take on the aspect of a sunken garden 
filled with springtime blooms and with the supper tables set on the 
lawn against the garden wall.
T o  say more would spoil the surprises in store for the occasion, 
but this is certain— that this year’s Prom will be the last word in 
beauty and splendor.
Our ’Varsity Debating Society finished the season 
’V A R S IT Y  with victories over Upsala, Rutgers, Springfield 
D E B A T E R S  and Colorado. N o team has been able to lower 
V IC T O R IO U S  our beauseant this season. Congratulations are in 
order not only to the members of the society and 
Father McLaughlin, O .P ., but likewise to the students and their friends 
who supported by their presence the fine efforts of our Websters.
On March 5th, the Friars, represented by Ambrose Aylward, 
’30 ; John Egan, ’30, and Ralph Daniels, ’30, were awarded a 2-1 
decision over Upsala at East Orange. W e upheld the affirmative of 
the proposition; Resolved, that the nations should adopt a plan of 
complete disarmament, excepting such forces as are needed for police 
protection. On the following evening at New Brunswick, they again 
scored a victory on the same question over Rutgers University.
On March 14th, a unanimous decision was rendered our debaters 
against Springfield College in the college auditorium before a large 
audience. Leo Hafey, ’30 ; Siegfried Arnold, '2 0 , an d  Jam es M c-
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Govern, ’20, upheld the affirmative on the topic: Resolved, that the 
emergence of w o m a n  fro m  th e  h o m e  is  a  re g re tta b le  fe a tu re  o f  
modern life.
On April 11th, we had an interesting intersectional debate with 
Colorado College of Colorado Springs. The subject was: Resolved, 
that all nations should adopt the plan of complete disarmament except 
for such forces as are necessary for police protection. Ambrose V . 
Aylward, ’30, and Ralph Daniels, ’30, defending the affirmative, 
scored a unanimous decision over Arthur E. Baylis and Nelson C. 
Brown of Colorado College. It was the best debate of the year and 
we offer our felicitations to Colorado College on having such worthy 
representatives.
A t Worcester, the representatives of our Lacor- 
LACORDAIRE   daire Debating Club w ent dow n to defeat before 
DEBATING   the m ore experienced m em bers of the C rusader 
SOCIETY  team. The question debated was: Resolved, that
the tendency toward centralization in government is 
to be deplored. John Cleary, ’32 ; Joseph Meister, ’32, and W alter 
Burke, ’32, upheld the affirmative of the argument, and, though unable 
to gain the verdict, acquitted themselves admirably . The fine work of 
these gentlemen indicates a brilliant future for them in later oratorical 
contests.
Through the untiring efforts of the Rev. A . B. Cote, 
LIBRARY  O .P ., Ph .D ., our little library is fast assuming propor- 
NOTES  tions in keeping with the growth of the College. A t 
present there are some 12,000 volumes on the shelves. 
These have been catalogued by Father Cote and his assistants, and 
represent a wealth of material for reference and study. Recently three 
sets for historical reference have been added together with the very 
latest volumes on all branches of literature. The College would appre­
ciate any help that will make our library complete in all details.
W e feel that too much praise cannot be given the Friars
FRIA RS    C lu b  a fte r read in g  th e  le tte rs  o f ap p rec ia tio n  rece iv ed  
CLUB  f ro m  th e  c o lle g e s  w h o  h a v e  b e e n  o u r  g u e s ts  d u r in g  th e  
past few years. W e wish to thank those who have written 
us voicing their sentiments of gratification at the hospitality they re- 
ceived while in Providence. The Friars Club and those who have 
supported them are responsible for the fair name we now hold in this
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connection. From its very beginning, the Friars Club has done 
splendid work. Its fame has spread throughout the East, and every 
college whose teams have been our guests has written in terms of 
praise for the cordiality extended by the Friars. A  number of socials 
are being planned and we feel sure that the students will cooperate 
whole-heartedly with the Friars in making the name and spirit of 
Providence synonymous with good-fellowship and hospitality.
The first meeting of Kalmia was held on the evening of 
KALMIA  Palm Sunday, April 13th. This youngest of Providence 
societies has the hearty approval of Dr. McCarthy, our 
President, and has for its purpose the study, appreciation, and imita­
tion of the world’s noblest poets, and likewise hopes to create original 
work that will reflect the lofty ideals inculcated here at Providence. 
It shall be characterized by a spirit of cordiality not only among its 
members, but also in its enthusiastic support of every activity Providen- 
tian. The following are Kalmia’s charter members: Edward Carlson, 
’32 ; Carroll Hickey, ’30 ; Joseph Meister, ’32 ; Thomas Tierney, ’32; 
Francis Skalko, ’31 ; Christopher Mitchell, ’31, and John L. LaCroix, 
’32. The following officers were elected: President, Carroll Hickey; 
Vice President, John LaCroix, and Secretary, Francis Skalko. The 
members of this society are directly appointed each year by the Presi­
dent of the College in recognition for outstanding poetic ability. May 
the mountain laurels flourish vigorously in our soil!
The student body extends heartfelt sympathy to 
IN  Frederick G. Dunn, ’30 ; Albert J. Gaudet, ’31 ;
M E M O R IA M  Francis Berry, ’32 ; Michael d ’Onofrio, ’32, and 
John E. Cassidy, ’25, in their recent bereavements. 
In pace requiescant/
Another step toward a realization of the ideals and 
C O L L E G E  future aims entertained by the Right Reverend 
E X P A N S IO N  Bishop of Providence, William A. Hickey, D .D ., 
President of the College Corporation, for the de­
velopment of Providence College has been announced by our President, 
Dr. McCarthy, O .P . Some 79 lots, contiguous to the College grounds, 
have been purchased, thus giving adequate room for the expansion of 
the College.
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Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of Holy week 
H O L Y  W E E K  were spent in prayer and meditation by the students 
R E T R E A T  in preparation for the coming of Easter. The con- 
ferences were given by the Reverend Hyacinth 
Chandler, O .P ., a former professor at Providence. Dr. Chandler is a 
member of the philosophy department of Albertus Magnus College, 
and we were fortunate, indeed, to have him as our retreat-master.
Several members of the faculty have been giving 
E X T E N S IO N  extension lectures during the past year on Saturday 
C O U R SE S mornings. These courses have met with much suc- 
cess and the large attendance by the Sisters and the 
laity speaks volumes for the work done. An additional course of lec- 
tures on psychology for the nurses at our local institutions has been in- 
augurated by Father McCarthy, our President, and has met with a 
wide response. W e are unable to list all the activity on the part of the 
faculty in giving radio talks, sermons and lectures in Rhode Island and 
adjoining states because we find it hard to obtain the information, but 
we wish the student body to know from these few words that Providence 
has a faculty of which we should be more than proud.
W e beg prayers for the soul of Sister Mary 
G U Z M A N  Severina, S.S.J., sister of Francis Berry, who
N O T E S  passed away a few hours after her brother had
Edward Carlson, ’32    arrived home in Minneapolis
The debate on the Naval Disarmament question was postponed 
until April 5 th. On that night the judges decided in favor of the nega­
tive, consisting of Messrs. Paul Curran, J. J. Cronin, and J. P . Kane. 
Three Mid-Westerners composed the losing team— T . M. Cain, A . C. 
Allen and P . E. Flood.
T he Card Tournament was won by Berry’s team, captained in 
his absence by Dob Dennis. Prizes will be awarded at the next Philo- 
musian meeting.
John E. Krieger, ’31
P R O V ID E N C E  VS. P R O V ID E N C E  G R A Y S  
at Kinsley Park, April 6 ,1930 
Introducing Mr. Daniel Connors
Providence inaugurated the current baseball season by losing a 
5-1 decision to the Providence team of the Eastern League in a charity 
game for the benefit of St. Joseph’s Hospital. Fifteen hundred fans 
interested themselves sufficiently to attend and pronounce Jack Flynn’s 
team good enough for a place among intercollegiate baseball leaders.
O f especial interest to those who attended was the most worthy 
exhibition of baseball flinging by Danny Connors, a Freshman pitcher. 
Connors, despite the fact that it was the first college game of his career, 
and notwithstanding Eastern League competition, stood the leaguers on 
their collective heads for seven innings, only to lose out when the support 
crumpled momentarily in the seventh and eighth innings. Providence 
was leading, going into the seventh by a score of 1-0, but a brace of 
hits was instrumental in putting the opposition in the van. In the eighth 
they added more to the string to run their total of runs to five.
The entire Friar team played exceptional ball. Leo Lobdell put 
his mates on the road to sparkling play by dragging down a liner in the 
very first inning with his gloved hand. Gibbons and Chapman, his out­
field contemporaries, continued in the same way by playing heads-up 
baseball. Captain Joe Harraghy, without doubt the sparkplug of the 
’Varsity, handled and generaled the team to perfection.
Bobby Dion, Joe Duffy, Harry Main and Frankie Cappalli, 
regulars of last year, were others who contributed fielding gems to 
Providence play.
If we may take the exhibition as a criterion for future per-
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formances, we look for Friars colors to fly high, wide and handsome
in college baseball.
PROVIDENCE GRAYS
ab lb po a e
Boyle, r ........... .. 4 1 1 0 0
Weston, 1 . . . . .. 3 0 8 1 0
Peploski, 3 . . . . .. 2 1 1 3 0
Walters, 2 . . . . .. 2 1 1 2 0
Flaherty, 2 . . . . .. 2 0 1 3 0
Jones, m ......... .. 4 1 0 0 0
Voyles, 1 ......... .. 1 0 0 0 1
Graber, 1 ....... . . .  2 0 1 1 0
Messner, s . . . . . .  4 0 4 1 0
Galvin, c ........ 0 5 0 0
Pon, c ........... .. . .  1 1 4 0 1
Kalbaugh, p .. . .  1 0 0 0 0
•Clark .............. . .  1 0 0 0 0
Schroeder, p .. . .  1 0 1 0 0
PROVIDENCE
ab l b po a e
D io n ,  3 ............ . . .  2 0 0 2 0
G ib b o n s ,  1 . . . . . .  i 0 2 0 0
C h a p m a n ,  r . . . . .  i 1 3 0 0
Duffy ,  1 ........... . . .  4 0 9 0 0
L o b d e l l ,  m  . . . . . .  4 1 2 0 1
H a r r a g h y ,  c  . . . . .  4 1 4 0 0
M ain ,  2 ........... . . .  3 0 2 2 1
C a p p a l l i  s  . . . . . .  3 1 1 3 1
C o n n o r s ,  p . . . . .  3 1 1 3 1
j S z y d l a  ........... . . .  1 0 0 0 0
Totals ..............29 5 27 11 2 Totals ............. 33 5 24 10 3
Providence Grays ....... 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 x- 5
Providence ...................  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 -1
Runs—Peploski, Walters, Jones, Messner, Galvin, Chapman. 
Runs batted in—Harraghy, Messner, Boyle 2, Voyles. Two-base 
hits—Harragby, Jones. Stolen bases—Gibbons, Peploski, Walters. 
Sacrific hits—Dion, Voyles. Double plays—Graber to Messner; Con- 
nors to Duffy. Left on bases—Providence 8; Providence Grays 5. 
First base on balls—Off Kalbaugh 2; off Connors 3; off Shroeder 5. 
Hits—Off Kalbaugh 4 in 5 innings; off Schroeder 1 in 4. Passed balls 
—Pond 2. Winning pitcher—Schroeder. Umpires—Finnell and Dev- 
ron. Time of game—2h. 3m.
*Batted for Kalbaugh in 5th. 
Batted for Connors in 9th.
P R O V ID E N C E  VS. C. C. N . Y. 
at Hendricken Field, April 11, 1930 
Friars Curtsy to Collegiate Baseball World 
Some very excellent baseball curving on the part of Frankie 
Moran, coupled with three timely blows by Harry Main were leading 
lights in the first victory of the year at the expense of C. C. N . Y . 
The Friars combed the delivery of Tenzer, visiting moundsmen, for 
eight hits and five runs, while the best the Metropolitan visitors could 
do was to solve Moran’s shoots for but one run.
Moran, a ’Varsity letterman for three years, subjected the visitors 
to an afternoon of curving and general discomfort. His sweeping curve 
ball, mixed with a deceiving change of pace, handcuffed C. C. N . Y. 
throughout the game. Whenever they did threaten Moran would simply 
add more sweep to his curve and more deception to his change of pace to 
blot out potential rally flurries.
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Providence scored first in the second inning when Duffy singled, 
moved to second on a sacrifice, and scored when Harry Main cuffed 
one of Tenzer’s pitches for a long double. C. C. N . Y. evened the 
score in their half of the inning on two singles and an error. Provi­
dence came back in their half of the next inning to take the lead when 
Moran propelled a curve ball far into center field for three bases. He 
scored on a sacrifice fly by Gibbons. Main’s hitting was also in 
evidence in the seventh and eighth when he drove over two more runs. 
The other tally was the result of an error by the visitors’ first baseman.
Frank Cappalli, Captain Joe Harraghy, Joe Duffy, Harry Main 
and Dick Chapman did some good fielding for our cause. Szydla, 
substitute outfielder, filled in at center field in the absence of Lee 
Lobdell, lengthy artist of clout. Lobdell had been suffering from a 
cold and rather than risk complications, Coach Flynn elected to keep
him from the lineup:
PROVIDENCE 
at
Dion, 3 ...............  2
C. C. N. Y.
Duffy, 1
b lb po a e ab lb po a e
. 0 1 2 0 Ogiio, 2 .......... .. 3 1 5 2 0
. 3 0 0 0 0 Goldman, 1 . . . .. 4 1 6 0 3
. 4 0 2 0 0 Blum, m .......... . . 4 0 1 0 0
. 4 2 12 1 0 Berger, 1 ......... . . 4 0 1 0 0
. 2 0 1 0 1 Kaplowitz, 3 .. . . 4 2 2 0 1
. 4 1 6 3 0 Tenzer, p ........ . . 2 1 0 0 0
. 4 3 3 3 0 Bracher, p . . . . . . 1 0 0 0 0
. 4 1 2 2 0 Schwartz c . . . . . 4 1 4 2 0
. 3 1 0 4 0 Kaufman, s __ .. 3 0 3 4 0
Futterman, r .. . .  2 0 0 0 0
Werk, r ........... .. 1 0 0 0 0
.30 8 27 15 1 Totals .......... . .32 8 :24 8 4
0 1 1 1 0  0 1 l X --5
0 0 1 0  0 0 0 0 0-- 1
Providence 
C. C. N .Y..
Runs—Duffy, Szydla 2, Main, Moran, Ogiio. flits—uir Tenzer, a 
in 6 innings; off Bracher, 3 in 2 innings. Stolen base—Szydla. Two- 
base hits—Main, Harraghy, Goldman, Blum. Three-base hit—Moran. 
Sacrifice hits—Szydla, Gibbons. Double plays—Kaufman to Ogiio to 
Goldman, Moran to Harraghy to Dion to Duffy to Main. Struck out— 
By Moran 6, by Tenzer 1, by Bracher 2. Base on balls—Off Moran 2, 
off Tenzer 3. Wild pitch—Bracher. Passed balls—Harraghy. Time 
of game—2h. pm. Umpires—Meehan (plate); Foley (bases).
P R O V ID E N C E  VS. N O R T H E A S T E R N  
at Hendricken Field, April 12, 1930
Bait for Batting Averages
Scoring almost at will, Providence registered its second victory in 
as many days by trouncing Northeastern University, 1 2-2. The game 
was merely a parade of players, 32 in all taking part in the contest, of 
whom 19 wore Friar colors.
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Eddie Quinton, Joe Madden and A1 Hoban were thorns in the 
Northeastern attack by curving the Huskies into humble submission. 
Quinton allowed but three hits and no runs in the six innings he worked 
and sent six batters walking down strikeout alley. Madden and Hoban 
were likewise effective.
Bobbie Dion captured the hitting palm for the day’s endeavors 
by transplanting one of Schlimper’s pitches far into the left field regions 
for a home run. In addition he also cracked out a single. Captain Joe 
Harraghy solved Schlimper’s delivery for two safe blows, both of 
them coming at timely periods.
The game throughout was a listless affair. Northeastern was 
helpless in the face of potent Providence hurling. On the contrary the 
Friars hit safely 1 1 times, sent 10 men to base by way of free passes, 
and so bunched the afternoon’s efforts as to produce 12 runs. Jimmy 
Welch made his first appearance of the season behind the plate and 
performed creditably. Other rookies who broke into the coveted lime­
light were Chick Bleiler, Sellig, Janas .Curran, Bekel, Marsella and 
Joe O ’Connor.
PROVIDENCE NORTHEASTERN
ab lb po a e ab lb► po a e
Dion, 3 .......... ... i 2 0 i 0 Carter, s . .... 4 3 2 2 i
O’Connor, 3 .. ... 0 0 0 0 0 Besa, m, p . . .  3 0 5 0 i
Gibbons, 1 . . . . . . .  3 1 1 0 0 Hassell, 1 . . .  2 0 1 0 0Chapman, r . . . . . .  5 1 0 0 0 McDonald, 1 . . . .  1 0 1 1 0
Duffy, 1 ......... . . .  5 1 8 0 0 Tiffany, 2 . . .  4 1 2 1 1
Szydla, m __ .. .  2 1 2 0 0 Nutter, 1 . . . . . 3 0 8 0 0
Sellig, m ........ . . 1 1 1 0 0 Presper, 3 1 1 3 1
Harraghy, c .. . . 4 2 7 1 1 Bixby, r . . . .  3 0 2 0 0
Welch, c ....... .. . 1 0 1 0 0 Grosz, c . . . .  3 1 1 0 1Main, 2 ........... . .. 4 1 3 5 0 Sehlimper, P . .. . 2 0 0 1 1
Bleiler, 2 . . . . . . .  0 0 1 0 0 Cook, m . . . .  0 0 1 0 0
Cappalli, s .. .,. . .  3 1 2 3 1 xGlennon . . .  1 1 0 0 0
Janas, s ......... . . . 0 0 0 0 0 yAllen ... . . .  1 0 0 0 0
Quinton, p __ .. .  3 0 1 1 0
Madden, p . . . . . . .  0 0 0 0 0
Hoban, p ....... . . .  0 0 0 0 0
JBekel ............ . . .  0 0 0 0 0
fMarsella ...... . . .  1 0 0 0 0
*Curran ......... . . .  1 0 0 0 0
Totals ......... . . .37 11 27 11 2 Totals .. . . .32 7 24 8 6
Providence . . . 0 0 3 4 1 0 0 4 X — -12Northeastern . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0—■ 2
Runs—Dion 2, O’Connor, Gibbons 2, Chapman 2, Duffy, Szydla, 
Main, Cappalli, Curran, Carter, Cook. Hits—Off Quinton 3 in 6 in­
nings; off Madden 2 in 2; off Hoban 2 in 1; off Sehlimper 9 in 6; off 
Best 2 in 2. Stolen bases—Gibbons, Harraghy, Tiffany. Two-base 
hits—Carter, Szydla. Three-base hit—Carter. Home run—Dion. Sac­
rifice hits—Szydla, Harraghy, Duffy, Best. Double plays—Cappalli to
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Duffy, Main to Duffy. Struck out—By Quinton 6, by Madden 1, by 
Schlimper 7, off Best 3. Wild pitch—Best. Passed balls—Harraghy. 
Hit by pitched ball—By Best (Bekel). First base on errors—Provi­
dence 4, Northeastern 2. Left on bases—Providence 15, Northeastern 
6. Time of game—2h. 18m. Umpires—Meehan (plate); Foley (bases.)
♦Batted for Madden in 8th. 
Batted for Quinton in 6th.
Batted for Szydla in 7th. 
Batted for Bixby in 9th. 
Batted for Grosz in 9th.
P R E -S E A S O N  P R O P H E C IE S
Early season predictions are always more or less odious because 
of those ever-present uncertainties which invariably crop out at some 
time or other. However, barring uncertainties, we pound out a few 
lines regarding our chances for a successful year on the diamond. 
Boasting of practically the same team as last year, and strengthened in 
the few spots vacated by last year’s letter men, we see no reason for 
an in-and-out season. Coach Flynn has some powerful stickers in Leo 
Lobdell, giant outfielder; Joe Duffy, Joe Harraghy, Frank Cappalli and 
Bobbie Dion. H e has some excellent fielders in Marty Gibbons, Harry 
Main and Dick Chapman, a heady backstop in Captain Joe Harraghy, 
and plenty of power in the hurling corps. Danny Connors, Frank 
Buckley, Frankie Moran, Eddie Quinton, Artie Quirk and Joe 
Madden round out a well-balanced staff. A t the time of writing 
Flynn’s warriors have nicked C. C. N . Y. and Northeastern Univer­
sity by comfortable scores. The moral, then, of this little message is, 
“ Look for a Bigger and Better Friar Team .”
C A P T A IN  JO E  H A R R A G H Y  A N D  H IS  H A B IT S
Catching his fourth year in college competition, it seems only 
proper that Joe Harraghy be announced and heralded in these columns. 
Harraghy, at present, is rated as one of the finest receivers in New 
England baseball. H e has been the mainstay of the catching depart­
ment for the past two years and was rewarded for his fine work by 
receiving the honorary degree of Captain before his Christian name. 
In addition to his catching qualifications, he is also one of the most 
consistent batters in the Friar lineup. His happy knack of punching 
singles into the recesses of right field during periods of considerable 
moment has won for him the honor of being most reliable in a pinch. 
It is expected that his work this season will be on par with his splendid 
performances of past years.
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K R IE G E R -M cC U E  E L E C T E D  B A S K E T B A L L  C A P T A IN S  
Ralph S. Daniels, '30
As John E. Krieger, our athletic editor, has studiously avoided 
mentioning his own name in his columns, the editor of the ALEMBIC 
has decided to handle this item, lest only half the truth be told. Prob­
ably what we should have done was to ask Bill to write about Johnny 
and Johnny about Bill for each is an adept in praising the efforts of 
the other. A t any rate here’s a combination that can’t be beaten—  
literally. W hat a fitting close to wonderful basketball careers. It has 
the makings of a thrilling collegiate story after Frank Merriwell’s own 
style. Everyone in Paterson, Providence and a good many other 
places knows that McCue and Krieger have been close friends, cooper­
ating in athletics and scholastic activities since their high school days, 
and that to their spirit of unselfish devotion to teamplay has been due 
in a great measure the success of Providence on the court.
Krieger is probably better known to the public because of his 
high-scoring qualities, and because in addition to his annual choice as 
an All-New England forward, he was chosen an All-American for­
ward this year; but if Johnny had anything to say in the choice of an 
All-American team, there is one name that would appear on it of a 
certainty— and that name would be Bill McCue’s. Those who have 
witnessed Providence basketball games during the past seasons will be 
unanimous in their approval of this choice of co-captains.
Another precedent was established when the letterman petitioned 
the Athletic Council to reappoint Louis A . Imbriano of Revere, Mass., 
as manager of the team for next year. The request was granted, mak­
ing the first time a student has served two successive seasons as a 
’Varsity sports manager.
The players granted letters by the Athletic Council were: Capt. 
Stanley A . Szydla of W are, M ass.; Captains-elect John E. Krieger 
and William T . McCue, both of Paterson, N. J . ; former Captain 
Laurence P . Wheeler of Newport, R . I .; James E. W elch of H art­
ford, Conn.; George R . Cody of Woonsocket, R. I .;  William C. 
Gainor of Troy, N . Y . ; Francis J. Dromgoole of this city, and Stu­
dent Manager Louis A . Imbriano of Revere, Mass.
: SEE “J O E ” McGOUGH:
N e w  T U X E D O S
F O R  H IR E   $ 1 .5 0  A N D  U P
READ & WHITE
“ Bill” Shields, '2 9 , Campus Representative
W oolw orth Bldg., P r o v id e n c e , R. I, 
TUXEDOS/FULL DRESS /CUTAWAYS /SHIRTS /E T C .
Ambrose J. 
Murphy
ARCHITECT
25 F E N N E R  S T R E E T  
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
For a Real “Feed”
T R Y  T H E
Rathskeller
YOU"VE got a reall "good" in 
store for you any time you stop 
in at the Rathskeller for lunch­
eon or dinner. It doesn’t matter 
what day you may choose to 
visit us, you’ll heartily approve 
of the tempting dishes, generous 
portions, and modest prices of 
the Rathskeller.
Rathskeller
OPEN FROM 
7 A. M. T I L L  9 P. M.
ALO N GSID E C IT Y  H A L L
ROOM 309 
76 DORRANCE ST. 
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Y O U R  F O U N T A IN  P E N  
R E P A IR E D — W H IL E  Y O U  W A IT  
W E S E L L  ST A N D A R D  M A K E S O N LY  
Y O U R  N A M E  E N G R A V E D  F R E E  If Pen is purchased here
SEE “ MARTY” GIBBONS FOR A NEW WALDORF “T U X ”
O U R  A D V E R T I S E R S  A R E  OUR F R I E N D S — B E  F R I E N D L Y
The College Drug Store
“Over 30  Years Your Druggist"
Prescriptions
SODA, SMOKES, EATS, ICE CREAM 
ONE BLOCK DOWN FROM THE COLLEGE
895 Sm ith STREET, at River A venue
R . H . H askins, Ph. G., Registered Pharmacist
Tommy Tucker Bread
The Loaf with the Home-Made Flavor
Tommy Tucker Baking Co. Providence, R. I.
West 4542
ADOLPH DEL ROSSI
CLASS “A "   Tailor Shop Catering
E S P E C I A L L Y  T O  C O L L E G E  S T U D E N T S  
C L O T H E S  FOR C O L L E G E  MEN
1001 S M IT H  S T R E E T  P R O V ID E N C E ,  R. I.
ELM BARBER SHOP
997 Smith Street, Providence, R. I.
Petroleum Heat & Power Company
Fuel Oil Burning Equipment
Manufacturers—Engineers—Contractors 
Fuel Oil Distributors
34 Franklin Street Providence, R. I.
New York Factory—Stamford, Conn. Boston
D IC K  C H A P M A N — P R O M E N A D E  IN A W A L D O R F  “ T U X ”— D IC K  O ’K A N E
O U R  A D V E R T I S E R S  A R E  O U R  F R IE N D S — B/E F R I E N D L Y
BILL CASEY
Representing
The Kennedy Company
CLOTHING HATS FURNISHINGS
Dorrance and W estminster Streets
E a stern
Providence 
Visitor Press
S c ien tif ic PRINTERS OP
C o m p a n y School M onthlies
51 Basset Street
PUBLISHERS OP
The Providence Visitor
Providence, R. I. AMERICA’S LARGEST
and BEST
CATHOLIC NEWSPAPER
GET BACK OF A
PETER  SCH UYLER
COSTELLO BROTHERS
Providence and Pawtucket, R.I.
S E E  “ M A R T Y ” G IB B O N S  FOR A N E W  W A L D O R F  “ T U X ”
O U R  A D V E R T I S E R S  A R E  O U R  F R IE N D S — BE F R I E N D L Y
The Ideal GIFT for GRADUA TION
Corona------Royal----Remington
or Underwood
The Office Appliance Co.
PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
53 Weybosset Street
G A SP E E  6636
All Makes Rented $2.50 Monthly
OR SOLD ON EASY MONTHLY TERMS
MISS L. M. M O N T A G U E  
Office Manager
T H E  OLD R E L IA B L E
Arcade Employment 
Agency
60 Years of Real Service Given to 
Furnishing Situations and 
Help of All Kinds
70 ARCADE 
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
T O P FLOOR
Here Since 1869 
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Telephones 2853 GAspee 2854
M E M B E R S
Better Business Bureau 
Chamber of Commerce
3 A S P E E  8655
NEW ENGLAND STUDIOS
55 EDDY STREET, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
S P E C IA L IZ E D  G R O U P  W O RK  
and P O R T R A IT  W O R K
Q U IC K  SERVICE
Horace 
Partridge Co.
E very th in g  
fo r S p o r t
BOSTON, MASS.
D IC K  C H A P M A N — P R O M E N A D E  IN A  W A L D O R F  " T U X " — D IC K  O ’K A N E
Alem bic Directory of A dvertisers
(FOR THE PRESENT SCHOLASTIC YEAR)
A R C H I T E C T S
John F. Hogan, 315 Grosvenor 
Bldg.
Ambrose J. Murphy, 25 Fenner St., 
Providence
A R T  S T O R E S
The Arcade A rt  Store, Arcade 
Bldg., Providence, R. I. 
A T T O R N E Y S
Christopher J.  Brennan, 333 Gros­
venor Bldg.,
Michael F. Costello, 305 Arnold 
Bldg., Pawtucket, R. I. 
O'Shaunessy & Cannon, 821 Hos­
pital Trust Bldg.
A U T O M O B I L E  A G E N C IE S  
Providence Bulck Co, 25 Reservoir 
Ave, Prov., R. I.
B A K E R S
Tom m y Tucker Baking Co., De­
laine St.
B A N K S
Industrial Trust Co., Providence. 
Union Trust Company, Providence. 
BO IL ERS
Wholey Boiler Works, 95 Whipple 
St.
B O O K B IN D E R S
Walter E. Horton, 661 Westmin­
ster St.
B O O K S E L L E R S
Preston-Rounds, 49 E x c h a n g e  
Place, Providence, R. I.
B O OK  SH O P
The Book Shop, 4 Market Square, 
Providence, R. .
B O O T S  A N D  S H O E S  
Thomas F. Pierce and Son, 173 
Westminster St.
B U S IN E S S  C O L L E G E  
Bryant-Stratton, Fountain St., 
Providence, R. 1.
C A T E R E R S
Ryan Catering Co., 14 Greene St.
C IG A R S  A N D  T O B A C C O  
Costello Bros., Providence and 
Pawtucket
C H U R C H  GOODS 
Joseph M. Tally, 506-512 Westmin­
ster St.
W. J.  Sullivan Co., 55 Eddy St., 
Providence, R. 1.
C L O T H I N G
Browning, King Co., 212 Westmin­
ster St.
Howard Clothes, 200 Weybosset St. 
The Kennedy Co., 180 Westminster 
St.
C O N T R A C T O R S
Butier & Perry, Electrical Con­
tractors, 7-11 Pleasant St., Paw­
tucket, R. I.
Tucker Construction Co., Inc., 
1712 New Industrial Trust Bldg.
C O S T U M E R S
Fletcher Costume Co., 524 West­
minster St.
D A IR Y  P R O D U C T S  
H. P. Hood & Sons, Providence, 
R. 1.
Turner Center System, Harris 
Ave.
D A IR Y  P R O D U C T S  
Whiting Milk Co., Providence and 
Pawtucket
D E P A R T M E N T  S T O R E S  
Casey’s, 290 Main St., Pawtucket, 
R. I.
Gladdings, Providence, R. I. 
Mack’s, 279 Weybosset St. 
McCarthy's Dept. Store, Woon­
socket, R. I.
Outlet Co., Providence 
The Shepard Stores, Providence. 
D R U G G IS T S
Gibson’s and Co., Inc., Westmin­
ster and Snow Sts.
Haskins Drug Store, One Block 
Down from the College 
E L E C T R I C  SHOPS 
Narragansett Electric Lighting Co., 
Eight In Rhode Island 
E M P L O Y M E N T  A G E N C Y  
Arcade Employment Agency, 70 
Arcade Bldg., Prov.
E N G R A V E R S
Guilford G. Nye, 73 Dorrance St. 
John Thompson, 212 Union St. 
Bickford Engraving Co., 20 Mat- 
hewson St.
F E L T  GOODS
Providence Felt Co., 23 Aborn St.
F E N C E  B U IL D E R S  
E. C. Church Co., 136 West E x ­
change St., Providence, R. I. 
F O U N T A I N  P E N S  
Beacon Pen Co., Inc., 76 Dorrance 
St.
F R IG ID A IR E  E L E C T R I C  
R E F R I G E R A T I O N  
Leo G. Arnold, 37 Exchange 
Place.
G A R A G E S
Elmhurst Garage, 558 Smith St., 
Providence, R. I.
H A IR  D R ES S IN G  P A R LO R S  
Leo Venagro, 426 Smith St., 
Providence, R. I.
H A R D W A R E
McGIInchey’s Hardware, 420 Smith 
St.
H E A T I N G  C O N T R A C T O R S  
Petroleum Heat and Power Co., 
32 Franklin St., Prov.
Taylor Heating Co., 714 Broad St. 
J. J. Tyrell Co., 195 No. Main St.
H O T E L S  
Blltmore Hotel
OUR A D V E R T I S E R S  A R E  O U R  F R IE N D S — B E  F R I E N D L Y
G ib s o n s
CHOCOLATES AND BON BONS
Providence Made—Fresh Daily
PROVIDENCE PAWTUCKET WOONSOCKET
McCarthy’s
W oonsocket’s
Greatest
Department Store
Always More for Less 
Here
McCarthy’s
Largest stock of sets and 
parts in Rhode Island
IF ITS W O R T H W H IL E  IN 
RADIO, W E  H A V E  IT
B .& H. Supply Co.
116 M A TH E W S O N  S T R E E T  
Phones
Gaspee 5550-5551-5553
PROVIDENCE FELT COMPANY
23 ABORN STREET 
PROVIDENCE
BANNERS
P E N N A N T S
L E T T E R S
MONOGRAMS
Fine quality of wool 
felt for millinery 
and novelties.
D IC K  C H A P M A N — P R O M E N A D E  IN A  W A L D O R F  “ T U X ”— D IC K  O ’ K A N E
Alembic Directory of Advertisers
(FOR THE PRESENT SCHOLASTIC YEAR)
H O T E L S
Narragansett Hotel, 97 Dorrance 
St.
I N S U R A N C E
O'Donnell and Co., Inc. 48 Custom 
House St.
Edward J.  Slavln, 603 Union Trust 
Bldg. Providence.
J E W E L E R S
William J.  Feeley, Inc., 181 Eddy 
St.
Ostby & Barton Co., 118 Richmond 
St., Providence.
K N I T W E A R
Champion Knitwear Mills, A n ­
drews and Water Sts., Roches­
ter, N. Y.
L A B O R A T O R Y  E Q U I P M E N T
George L. Claflin Co., 72 North 
Main St.
Eastern Scientific Co., 51 Bassett 
St.
M A R K E T S
E. C. Lamberton, 302 Smith St., 
Providence, R. I.
M E N ’S F U R N IS H N G S
Charlie O ’Donnell, 60 Washington 
St.
Fashion Toggery, 96 Washington 
St.
M U S IC A L  I N S T R U M E N T S
M. Steinert & Sons, 495 Westmin­
ster St.
J. H. Rockwell & Son, 385 West­
minster St.
N E W S P A P E R S
The Providence News
The Providence Tribune
P L U M B E R S
Macomber Bros., 28 No. Union St., 
Pawtucket, R. I.
P H O T O G R A P H E R S
Mahr & Meliklan Studio, Jackson 
Bldg., 511 Westminster St.
P R IN T E R S
Providence Visitor Press.
R E S T A U R A N T S
Asia Restaurant, 162 Westminster 
St.
Rathskeller, alongside the City 
Hall
St. Regis, 129 Weybosset St., 
Providence.
S H O E  R E P A IR IN G  
Hub Shoe Repairing Co., 62 
Washington St.
S L A T E  A N D  M A R B L E  
Providence Marble & Slate Works, 
470 West Exchange St.
S P O R T IN G  GOODS 
Belcher & Loomis, 122-130 West 
Exchange Street.
Horace Partridge Co., Boston, 
Mass.
Wright and Dftson, Providence 
S T A T I O N E R Y
Freeman’s, 79 Westminster St. 
Providence Paper Co., 42 Weybos­
set St.
Weiss Stationery Co., 492 West­
minster St., Prov.
T A I L O R S
A. Gilsteln, 6 Plnehurst Ave. 
T U X E D O S
Read and White, 210 Woolworth 
Building
Waldorf Clothing Co., 212 Union St. 
T Y P E W R I T E R S
Nellan Typewriter Exchange, 43 
Weybosset St.
Office Appliance Co., 53 Weybosset 
St., Providence, R. I.
A. H. Sanborn, 60 Weybosset St. 
V I C T R O L A S
Shepard’s Vlctrola Store.
W H O L E S A L E  G RO CERS 
Brownell, Field Co., Providence 
W H O L E S A L E  M E A T S  
J.  J. Rourke &  Son, 261 Canal St.
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Providence College Orchestra
Address all Communications to 
Mr. Paul Roddy, Providence College, Prov., R. I.
O U R  A D V E R T I S E R S  A R E  O U R  F R IE N D S — B E  F R I E N D L Y
O’Donnell &  Co., Inc.
THOMAS E. O’DONNELL JOHN F. O’DONNELL
President T  reasurer
INSURANCE
of all kinds
Established by Thomas E . O ’Donnell in 1894
48 Custom House Street, Providence, R. I.
Providence 
Visitor Press
PRINTERS OF
School M onthlies
PUBLISHERS OF
The Providence Visitor
AMERICA’S LARGEST 
and BEST
CATHOLIC NEWSPAPER
Simplex-Electrol
THE
J.J . TYRRELL CO.
Oil Burning
Combustion Engineers
195 N O R TH  MAIN S T R E E T  
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Ryan Catering Co.
Buffet Lunches—Banquets—Suppers
Wedding Breakfasts a Specialty 
Operators of Providence College Cafeteria
14 GREENE STREET 
Class Banquets Fraternity Lunches
S E E  " M A R T Y ” G IB B O N S  FOR A  N E W  W A L D O R F  “ T U X ”
SUBSCRIBE ! ! !
NOW IS THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE MAGAZINE 
WHICH REPRESENTS YOUR COLLEGE IN 
THE LITERARY WORLD
S IG N  T H IS  FO R M  B E L O W  A N D  S E N D  IT  
W IT H  Y O U R  C H E C K
TO
CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE ALEMBIC
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE, Providence, R. I.
T E A R  ALO N G D O T T E D  LINE
SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE ALEMBIC
.............................................................. 19.......
M
Address
From.....................................19.........  to.................................. 19
SUBSCRIPTION  $2.00 A Y EA R
O U R  A D V E R T I S E R S  A R E  OUR F R IE N D S — B E  F R I E N D L Y
THE LATEST STYLES
-----------  FOR -----------
WELL DRESSED MEN
SHIRTS HATS, CAPS
NECKWEAR UNDERWEAR
HOSIERY SWEATERS
F A S H I O N  T O G G E R Y
96 W A S H IN G TO N  S T R E E T  
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
W H IT IN G ’S P A S TE U R IZ E D  M ILK  
"G R A D E A P A S TE U R IZ E D "
F R E S H L Y  C H U R N E D  B U T T E R M I L K  
T W O  GRADES B O T T L E D  CREAM 
W A LK ER -G O R D O N  C E R T IF IE D  M ILK 
W A LK ER -G O R D O N  AC ID O P H IL U S M ILK 
T I N K L E  POWDER
For Preparing Chocolate Milk Drinks 
C R E A M E R Y  B U T T E R — pound prints; 5-lb. boxes
WHITING MILK COMPANIES
P RO VID EN CE AN D P A W T U C K E T  
Tel. GASpee 5363 Tel. PAWtucket 5984
“  Where the Guest Is King"
arragansett Hotel
Famous for its Food and Home Atmosphere
Presents ItsNew Crystal Ballroom
and Newly Renovated Parlors
For Fraternal Gatherings, Banquets, Private Dances 
Receptions and Other Social Functions
Ownership Management.
P IC K  C H A P M A N — R E N T  W A L D O R F  T U X E D O S — D IC K  O ’K A N E
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